Resolution 17-03(H):

A Resolution to commend the contribution of the Search and Screening Advisory Committee towards helping to select the 7th President of Wright State University

WHEREAS, Wright State University is committed to providing high-quality and innovative education that will help the diverse student body meet their career goals as outlined in its Strategic Plan; and

WHEREAS, David R Hopkins has announced his retirement as his contract to serve as the 6th President of Wright State University ends by June 2017; and

WHEREAS, the Wright State University Board of Trustees began the search for the 7th President of Wright State University by constituting a Search and Screening Advisory Committee in accordance with Article III Section 2 of By-laws of Board of Trustees; and

WHEREAS, the Search and Screening Advisory Committee has conducted a strenuous selection process of candidates suitable to become Wright State University's 7th President; and

WHEREAS, the Search and Screening Advisory Committee has ensured the participation of various stakeholders of Wright State community in the selection process; and

WHEREAS, the Search and Screening Advisory Committee factored student inputs into their search process at various levels such as from creating the Presidential profile to open forum with selected candidates; and therefore be it,

RESOLVED, that the Student Government here assembled at Wright State University appreciates the efforts of the Search and Screening Advisory Committee under the leadership of Douglas A. Fecher for their commitment to conduct an open, transparent and inclusive search process. We would like to appreciate the following members of the search and screening advisory committee for their time and commitment in finding our 7th Wright State University President:

DOUGLAS A. FECHER, JAY ALBAYARI, MARY ELLEN ASHLEY, DAWN BANKER, BRIAN T. BOYD,
JEFF BROCK, ELOISE P. BRONER, MARY CAMPBELL-ZOPF, REBECCA COLE, MISTY J. COX,
DEB DOWNING, DEBBIE FELDMAN, LATRELLE D. JACKSON, BURHAN KAWOSA, JORDAN LARGE,
CAROL S. LORANGER, JOHN L. LYMAN, LT. GENERAL C.D. MOORE, II (RETIRED), GERRY PETRAK,
GRACE RAMOS, LUKAS WENRICK, ANTHONY WHITMORE, LAPEARL WINFREY

Sponsored by Senator Colin Rust